Welcome to the Term 2 edition of KGLink. Wow, who would believe we are nearly half-way through the year already? We hope all the children are enjoying their gymnastics, and have managed to stay well over the sudden cold snap.

With only two weeks to go till the end of term, a reminder to parents that your child is automatically booked in for Term 3. If however, your child will not be returning next term, you must inform the Gym Office by email.

Term 3 invoices will be emailed shortly and are due by the end of this term, to secure your child’s place for next term. Please remember to pay by the due date on your invoice to avoid a late payment fee – nobody wants that!

Welcome Alice

This term we welcomed Alice to our Kindergym coaching team. Alice has been coaching gymnastics for over seven years including Recreational, Gymstar and Kindergym. As well as coaching, Alice is undertaking a Master of Business Management at Melbourne University. We are very excited to have her join us here at MLC!

No Classes Wednesday 17th August

For those families who are enrolled in a Wednesday class, please note that there will be no Kindergym classes running on Wednesday 17th August due to In-house competitions. Your invoices will have been adjusted.
So Far this Term….

We have learnt our shapes, colours and numbers, climbed over a rainbow, done a monkey dance, gone on a bear hunt, swung and kicked down a tree, blasted off in a rocket, made a spaceship and sang the Itty Bitty Spaceman song inside it, jumped like a kangaroo, climbed a tree to pat a koala, swung on a cockatoo’s swing, rolled like an echidna, learnt a straddle sit, a butterfly sit, a forward roll, a mini cartwheel, a half-handstand, a superman hold, a stork balance, jump ½ turns, a front support on bar, and much, much, more!!!

Siblings

Siblings who are not enrolled in the class are most welcome to join in during Free Play and Warm up, provided they are closely supervised by a parent/carer at all times. Please ensure equipment such as hoops, balls, cones and toys/props are placed back as they were originally set up ready for circuit time. There have been a few occasions where coaches have got to a station to find equipment missing. Thank you kindly for your cooperation.

We hope you enjoy the rest of the term!

The Kindergym Team

Ola, Issy, Bridget and Alice 😊